First NOVO Unity™ in Germany
– Spielbanken Niedersachsen
precursor in technology
The maximum in gaming pleasure at Spielbanken Niedersachsen –
Austrian Gaming Industries GmbH (AGI) delivers the newest NOVO
Unity™ Multi-Player Systems to Germany.
Spielbank Bad Zwischenahn and Aquamarin
Casino Seevetal are making room for the
latest Multi-Player machines from
Novomatic, with the intention of
providing the maximum in entertainment
for the casino guests in Niedersachsen.

Hartmut Meier, Online-System-Administrator and Area Manager of
Automatenspielbanken
Niedersachsen: “We are very excited about the new systems in
our casinos. The trend for slot machines is increasing in
Germany and we had to expand our offering quite urgently. AGI
is presently our clear favourite for video slot machines and
Multi-Player system.
The new NOVO Unity™ platform is the perfect system, it reacts
very quickly to individual trends and preferences of casino
guests and we are proud to have the first high-tech system in
Germany. NOVO Unity™ is impressively flexible and we are
convinced that the new machines will be well embraced by our
casino guests.“

The run on the Novo MultiRoulette system in Aquamarin
Casino Seevetal has been so high
that an order of a second system
was required to expand the offer
of terminals from 14 to 22. The
new Novo Multi-Roulette scores
through
its
user-friendly
display of all bets placed on the plasma screen. The spinning
of the wheel is simulated in a virtual 3D environment and
displayed in real time and with high-resolution graphics.
Spielbank Bad Zwischenahn celebrates a premiere in Germany
with the new NOVO Unity™ Multi-Table-Betting system with 2
automatic roulette wheels. This flexible system gives casino
guests the possibility to bet on up to 3 different roulette
wheels on one terminal.
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Spielbank Bad Zwischenahn is the
first in Germany. We are
celebrating a premiere and are
very anxious about the casino
guests’ reactions. NOVO Unity™
was launched for the TouchBet®
Roulette family of products and
is a server based multi game platform that allows a number of
games such as Novo TouchBet® Roulette, Novo Flying Roulette™,
Novo Multi-Keno™ and Novo TouchBet® Live-Sic Bo to be run on
different terminals in the same casino. This offers the
ultimate in flexibility for casino operators. I am convinced
that the system will turn out to be a big seller,” explains
Jens Halle, Managing Director of AGI.

